Mnemonics to remember the order of decreasing electronegativities among non-metals: \(F>O>N=Cl>Br>C=S>P\approx H\)

Fat **Ogres** Nap Equally **Clapping** **Breaks** Concentration Equally **Simple** **Plans** are Equally **Hard** (Tyler)

**Fran** Only **Needs** **Clear** **Broth** Close, **So**, **Please** **Help** (Donna)

**Fussy** Overworked **Nannies** = **Clean** **Bathroom** **Counters** = **Sanitary** **Potties** = Happiness! (Lauren) (B=bromine in this case, not boron)

**Friends of Naughty** **Clingy Brides** Can **Soon** **Phone** **Home** or **Frightened Orphans** **Notice** **Climbing** **Branches** **Covering** Sally’s **Play House** (Tarie)

**Fiona** Offers **Nancy** & **Clyde** **Broken Chairs** & **Sofas** Patiently & **Hurriedly**. (& = approximate) (Jenni)

**Forgetting Our Next Class Break** Can **Send** **People** **Home** (Brad)

**Freak Out** **Now** because **Chlorine Brought** **Clean Swimming Pools** because of **Heat**. (because = approximate) (Sarthak)